Lexis® Assure

KEEPING COMPLIANT HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER

Track new and updated legislation effortlessly and stay on the right side of the law with Lexis® Assure.

Developed for today’s ever changing regulatory environment, Lexis Assure is the ultimate automated solution that will always keep you informed.

This online platform helps you meet all the demands of your organisation by never missing an important regulatory event and keeping you up to date with emerging legislation, executive summaries and compliance guidance.
Curated by a team of top South African legal experts, Lexis® Assure features daily email alerts, meaningful analyses and compliance calendars that help you track and respond to regulatory changes relevant to the telecommunications environment. This means you can prioritise operational changes within your organisation by tracking new legislation, following risk ratings and staying informed on the penalties for non-compliance.

Lexis Assure provides a powerful collection of Complaints and Compliance Committee Judgments, checklists and an alert service to ensure compliance with the filing of compliance reports.

We offer you:

- The General Subject Area which covers legislative changes to human resources, corporate finance and general compliance across all industries; and
- The Electronic Communications subject area which covers Acts, Bills, Discussion Papers, CCC Judgments, Latest Notices and Compliance Reports.

The acts listed below are covered:

- Electronic Communications Act No. 36 of 2005
- Electronic Communications and Transactions Act No. 25 of 2002
- Films and Publications Act No. 65 of 1996
- Independent Communications Authority of South Africa Act No. 13 of 2000
- Maintenance Act No. 99 of 1998
- Post and Telecommunications-Related Matters Act No. 44 of 1958
- Protection from Harassment Act No. 17 of 2011
- Protection of Personal Information Act No. 4 of 2013
- Regulation of Interception of Communications and Provision of Communications-Related Information Act No. 70 of 2002
- State Information Technology Agency Act No. 88 of 1998

Regulatory Universe
A convenient snapshot of all the acts relevant to your business and the associated compliance risk for each one.

Pro-active alerts
Emails that put legislative changes on your radar within 48 hours.

Meaningful analysis
Plain English explanations of the law and your compliance obligations written by our team of top SA legal experts.

Compliance calendar
Flags the dates when obligations come into effect and details for non-compliance.

Practical advice
Links to relevant checklists and other tools to assist you in mitigating your compliance risk.

For more information or to purchase this package email assure@ellipsis.co.za